Set steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 1.0' SW of iron rod.

15' hemlock S19E 25.5' to center, scribed "T3N R10W E1/16 S6BT." Center of blaze is 5.0' above ground as blow downs are located all around the base of BT.
7' hemlock S50W, 15.0' to center, scribed "T3N R10W E1/16 S6BT R5691."

Corner falls 20' S45W of an old logging road.

WITNESSED BY:
A. Stack
B. Grant
L. Ege
L. Kettema

W 1/16 CORNER SECTION 6 (ONLY)

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."
Set galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 2.0' NE of iron rod.

14' hemlock S20W, 11.8' to center, scribed "T3N R10W W1/16 S6BT" and attached yellow Parks corner tag.
39' hemlock S55E, 19.0' to center, scribed "T3N R10W W1/16 S6BT R5691."

Found a squared-off line 13.0' S55'E from our corner. No scribes on BT.

WITNESSED BY:
B. Hauer
L. Duke
L. Kettema

NW 1/16 CORNER SECTION 6

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."
Set galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 1.3' east of iron rod.

13' spruce W40'E, 6.3' to center, scribed "NW1/16BT" and attached yellow Parks corner tag.
14' spruce W30W, 12.6' to center, scribed "NW1/16BT R5691."

WITNESSED BY:
B. Hauer
M. Swan
C. Middleton
D. Brumbaugh

C-S-W 1/164 CORNER SECTION 6

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."
Set galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 2.0' east of iron rod.